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Abstract
Recently, transformers have shown great potential in image classification and established state-of-the-art results on the ImageNet benchmark. However, compared to
CNNs, transformers converge slowly and are prone to overfitting in low-data regimes
due to the lack of spatial inductive biases. Such spatial inductive biases can be especially
beneficial since the 2D structure of an input image is not well preserved in transformers. In this work, we present Spatial Prior–enhanced Self-Attention (SP-SA), a novel
variant of vanilla Self-Attention (SA) tailored for vision transformers. Spatial Priors
(SPs) are our proposed family of inductive biases that highlight certain groups of spatial relations. Specifically, the attention score is calculated with emphasis on certain
kinds of spatial relations at each head, and such learned spatial foci can be complementary to each other. Based on SP-SA we propose the SP-ViT family, which consistently outperforms other ViT models with similar GFlops or parameters. Our largest
model SP-ViT-L achieves 86.3% Top-1 accuracy with a reduction in the number of parameters by almost 50% compared to previous state-of-the-art model (150M for SPViT-L↑384 vs 271M for CaiT-M-36↑384) among all ImageNet-1K models trained on
224 × 224 and fine-tuned on 384 × 384 resolution w/o extra data. Code can be found at
https://github.com/ZhouYuxuanYX/SP-ViT.
© 2022. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
* Work done during internship at Alibaba Group.
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Figure 1: ImageNet-1K top-1 accuracy of our proposed SP-ViT and state-of-the-art ViTs.
The models shown are all trained on 224 × 224 resolution, ↑ denotes that models are finetuned on a higher resolution. Note that we exclude models pretrained on extra data or larger
resolution than 224 × 224 for a fair comparison.
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Introduction

Transformers [21] have recently achieved exciting results in image classification [3, 6, 8, 9,
12, 14, 16, 19, 20, 27], after dominating in natural language processing (NLP) [1, 7, 15]. At
the heart of transformer lies the so-called self-attention mechanism, which captures the content relations between all pairs of input tokens and focuses on related pairs selectively. Selfattention is more flexible in comparison to convolution, which is hard-coded to capture local
dependencies exclusively. This can possibly equip transformer models with larger capacity
and greater potential for computer vision tasks. As reported in recent works, transformers
outperform Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), when pretrained on large dataset [9],
facilitated with knowledge distillation [19] or pseudo labels [14] from pretrained CNNs.
Nevertheless, CNNs generalize better and converge faster than Vision Transformers (ViT).
This suggests that certain types of inductive biases employed in convolution can still be beneficial to vision tasks. Not surprisingly, many recent studies [5, 6, 8, 11, 16, 19, 23, 26, 27]
propose to incorporate convolutional inductive biases into ViTs in different ways. The effectiveness of convolution relies on the fact that neighboring pixels of natural images are highly
correlated, but there may exist other highly correlated contents outside the local receptive
field of a convolutional filter. Therefore, we propose to make use of a variety of inductive
biases simultaneously, just as humans do, e.g., if we see a part of a horizontal object, we
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Figure 2: (a) Convolutional inductive biases proposed for ViTs: axial self-attention in
CSWin-Transformer [8] and shifted local self-attention in Swin-Transformer [16]. (b) Our
Spatial Priors (SPs) are learned by our model automatically. The learned SPs assign different
scores for different spatial relations. Given a certain SP, attention is forced to be within highscore regions. Our SP-SA handles different types of spatial relations in a complementary
manner, e.g., SPs which focus on local and non-local relations are both learned.

naturally look along its direction instead of restricting our sight within a local area.
In this work, we introduce a novel family of inductive biases named Spatial Priors (SPs)
into ViTs via an extension of vanilla self-attention (SA), called Spatial Prior–enhanced SelfAttention (SP-SA). SP-SA highlights a certain group of 2D spatial relations at each attention
head based on the relative position of key and query patches. Since the construction and
validation of appropriate spatial priors are extremely laborious, we introduce the idea of
learnable spatial priors. More specifically, we only impose the weak prior knowledge to the
model that different relative distances should be treated differently. Yet we do not force the
model to favor any kind of spatial relation, e.g., neither local nor non-local. Effective spatial
priors (SPs) are supposed to be discovered by the model itself in the training stage. For this
purpose, SPs are represented by a family of mathematical functions which map the relative
coordinates to abstracted scores, called spatial relation functions. To search for desirable
spatial relation functions, we parameterize these functions by neural networks and optimize
them jointly with ViTs. Thereby, the model can learn spatial priors similar to the ones
induced in convolutions, as well as spatial relationships over larger distances. Examples
for learned SPs are shown in Fig. 2(b). Diverse complementary patterns are presented in
different attention heads, so that different types of spatial relations are handled individually.
As a matter of fact, convolutional inductive biases can be seen as a special kind of spatial
priors: they first divide coordinate spatial relations into two categories, i.e., ones focusing on
the local neighborhood and ones focusing on non-local regions. Then they learn priors of the
local neighborhoods and ignore the non-local relations. For comparison, some of the existing
approaches to combine such convolutional biases with ViTs are illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a family of inductive biases for ViTs that focus on different types of spatial
relations, called Spatial Priors (SP). SPs generalize convolutional inductive biases to
both local and non-local correlations. Parameterized with neural networks, SPs are
automatically learned during training, w/o preference for any hard-coded region.
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Figure 3: Visualization of the learned 2D SPs, content scores and the enhanced attention.
The input image is shown in the bottom-left and the query patch is marked in red. Different
SPs are learned, including horizontal and vertical (head 2 and 3), non-local (head 1), as well
as cross-shaped (head 4). The attention scores at each head are obtained within the context of
a certain type of spatial relations. The original attention is distracted by background objects,
whereas our Spatial Priors help the model to focus on the object of interest.

• We propose SP-SA, a novel self-attention variant that automatically learns beneficial
spatial inductive biases. Built on SP-SA, we construct a ViT variant called SP-ViT.
SP-ViTs establish state-of-the-art results on the ImageNet Benchmark w/o extra data.
• Our SPs are compatible with various input sizes, as they are derived from relative
coordinates . SP-ViTs also demonstrate improved classification performance over the
baseline model when fine-tuned on higher resolution.

2

Related Work

Vision Transformers Recently, Dosovitskiy et al. [9] showed that purely attention-based
transformers can achieve state-of-the-art performance in image classification, when pretrained on large-scale datasets. Since then, a vast amount of efforts have been made to
improve ViTs. Some works [10, 14] find it effective to add additional losses or regularization terms, while others propose new patch embedding blocks [12] or scale-up methods
[20, 29]. [8, 16, 22, 28] propose to utilize multi-scale information, where local attention
are is adopted to reduce the overall computation. It is noteworthy that an cross-shaped 2D
structure, similar to the design in CSWin-Transformer [8], is also learned by our model.
Inductive Biases for ViTs ViTs’ performance degrades rapidly with a reduced amount of
training data. To alleviate this issue, many studies focus on emphasizing local correlations
by introducing a convolutional inductive bias into ViTs, either by restricting SA to local
windows [8, 16, 17], combining vanilla transformers with implicit or explicit convolutional
operations [4, 5, 11, 23, 26, 27], knowledge distillation [19], or convolutional initialization
[6]. Our work also incorporates inductive biases into ViTs, but they are not locally restricted
and are automatically learned by the model. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 2(b), patterns that focus
solely on local or remote regions are both present in the learned SPs.

Relative Spatial Information Transformers are by their very nature permutation invariant,
thus extra spatial information is often supplied to better handle ordered input data. Besides
the common absolute positional embedding, the relative spatial information is also considered in Swin-Transformer [16] by an trainable bias term called relative positional bias. ConViT [6] also introduces a function based on coordinates relative to force the attention to be
within a local region. In comparison to ViTs, using relative positional information is more
common in NLP transformers. The relative positional embedding [18] is built on the distances between tokens and has been improved in XL-Net [25] and DEBERTA [13]. It can be
extended to 2D for ViTs with little effort, and is proved to be effective in [24]. The essential
difference of our method is the focus on various learned spatial relations at each head, which
proves to be beneficial in Sec. 4.3.

3
3.1

Method
Spatial Prior-enhanced Self-Attention

Motivated by the observation that certain inductive biases on spatial relations can be beneficial to transformers, we propose an extension of self-attention enhanced by a combination of
learned 2D Spatial Priors (SPs), called Spatial Prior–enhanced Self-Attention (SP-SA). Each
SP Ω ∈ RN×N forms a specific spatial context for computing attention scores A ∈ RN×N , and
it is derived from coordinate spatial relations between input tokens, i.e. relative positions
between the key and query patches for ViTs. Thus an SP has exactly the same form of attention scores and we can simply integrate it in the equation of vanilla SA [21] by multiplicative
interaction:
exp(ei j · Ωi j )
,
(1)
Ai j = n
∑k=1 exp(eik · Ωik )
with
ei j =

(⃗xi⊤ WQ )(⃗x⊤j WK )⊤
√
,
dz

(2)

where ⃗xi and ⃗x j are the ith and jth input tokens.
3.1.1

Learnable 2D Spatial Priors

Taking query patch i as the reference point, we can obtain a relative coordinate ⃗ri j ∈ R2 for
image patch j. Then we employ a shared mapping f p for all query and key patch pairs,
named spatial relation function:
Ωi j = f p (⃗ri j ),
(3)
the outputs together form the so-called 2D SP Matrix Ω.
To enable the model to learn desirable inductive biases automatically, we employ Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) to parameterize the mapping from 2D relative coordinates to Ω.
Thereby, we allow Ω to learn a weighting for the attention scores for query ⃗xi and key ⃗x j
which depends solely on their relative coordinates and is applied in a non-linear way, i.e. before the softmax. We extend SP-SA to its multi-head version by adding a unique network to
each head. This design follows the same motivation as multi-head self-attention and assumes
that a combination of different SPs should boost the performance.
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Figure 4: The schema of SP-ViT. SP-SA can be used as a drop-in replacement for the vanilla
SA layer at a range of depths. Because the classification token does not have a valid 2D
relative coordinate, it is simply concatenated with the hidden representation after the last
SP-SA layer. FFN: feedforward network (2 linear layers separated by a GeLU activation).

3.2

Relation to Other Methods

In the following, we discuss the relation of SP-SA to the most related work.
Relation to Local Windows The square and cross-shaped windows used in [8, 16] can be
seen as a special form of our proposed spatial relation functions in practice:

∞

1, if ∥(⃗ri j −⃗∆) ⊙ (a, b)∥ <= 1
(4)
f p (⃗ri j ) =
or ∥(⃗ri j −⃗∆) ⊙ (b, a)∥∞ <= 1,


0, else
where ⃗∆, a and b control the shift, window width and height respectively. If a = b, it generates a square window, otherwise it results in a cross-shaped window. Both works only adopt
some hard-coded patterns for the whole network, while our method proposes to benefit from
a variety of beneficial 2D structures.
Relation to PSA The Positional Self-Attention (PSA) proposed in [6] can also be regarded
as a manually designed family of spatial relation functions:
f p (⃗ri j ) = α(∥(∆x , ∆y )∥2 − ∥⃗ri j − (∆x , ∆y )∥2 ),

(5)

where the parameters ∆x and ∆y are specially initialized to approximate convolution effect.
Note that their main contribution is the so-called local/convolutional initialization, which
restricts the number of heads to the square of integer numbers, and the initial values of both
α and ⃗∆ require extra hyperparameter tuning. In order to compare with their method, we
adopt a ViT baseline with 9 heads for ablation analysis as in [6].
Relation to Relative Positional Embeddings Shaw et al. [18] introduce the so-called 1D
Relative Positional Embedding (RPE) for transformers to take relative distances into account:
Ai j =

exp(ei j + (⃗xi WQ )Tri j )
,
∑nk=1 exp(eik + (⃗xi WQ )Tri j )

(6)

where T is a learnable embedding table from which the RPE is taken. Then it interacts
multiplicatively with the query. If extended to 2D, it is equivalent to applying a linear transformation to one-hot representations of relative distances. For one-hot representations, the
magnitude of distances is neglected, while this is not the case for relative coordinates.
The main difference of our approach to all previous methods is the combination of complementary spatial priors at each layer. As shown in Table 6, performance drops form 83.6%
to 82.1% with the same spatial priors per layer. In addition, we can see in Figure 2(b) that
different spatial foci (local and non-local) are learned for each layer. With such spatial foci,
our model is less distracted by noises w.r.t. a certain context. For example, as discussed
in Sec. 4.1, our SP-ViT shows a significantly diminished class activation in background regions compared to DeiT. We also confirmed experimentally that our SP-SA outperforms
these methods, see Tab. 3.

4

Experiments

We first provide an experimental evaluation of the proposed SP-SA in the context of image
classification on the ImageNet-1k dataset and show that SP-ViTs achieve state-of-the-art
results for training without extra data. Further, we provide an extensive ablation study to
analyze the impact of all proposed model details.
Table 1: Comparing to state-of-the-art models trained on ImageNet-1k 224 × 224 resolution.
Models are by default trained and tested on 224 × 224 resolution if not specified. ↑ plus size
denotes the model is trained on 224 × 224 resolution then fine-tuned and tested on size × size
resolution. The performance of LV-ViT-L trained on 224 × 224 resolution is not available in
[14]. And LV-ViT-L trained on 288 × 288 resolution has a lower accuracy of 85.3%.
Network

Top-1 (%)

Parameters

FLOPs

DeiT-S [19]
CaiT-XS-24 [20]
LV-ViT-S [14]
Our SP-ViT-S

79.9
82.0
83.3
83.9

22M
27M
26M
26M

4.6B
5.4B
6.6B
6.6B

DeiT-B [19]
Swin-B [16]
CaiT-S-24 [20]
LV-ViT-M [14]
Our SP-ViT-M

81.8
83.3
83.5
84.1
84.9

86M
88M
47M
56M
56M

17.5B
15.4B
9.4B
12.7B
12.7B

CaiT-M-24 [20]
Our SP-ViT-L

84.7
85.5

186M
150M

36.0B
34.7B

LV-ViT-S↑384 [14]
SP-ViT-S↑384

84.4
85.1

26M
26M

22.2B
22.2B

CaiT-S-24↑384 [20]
LV-ViT-M↑384 [14]
Our SP-ViT-M↑384

85.1
85.4
86.0

47M
56M
56M

32.2B
42.2B
42.2B

CaiT-M-24↑384 [20]
Our SP-ViT-L↑384

85.8
86.3

186M
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Figure 5: Visualization using Transformer Explainability [2]. The second row are results
of DeiT baseline w/o SP layers. The Last row are results of SP-ViT. Our SP-ViT generate
results with more focus on areas of interests and less distraction from background.

4.1

Image Classification on ImageNet-1K

Settings All models for ImageNet-1K classification are trained on a single machine node
with 8 Tesla V100 GPUs. Our code is based on DeiT [19]. To obtain our SP-ViT, we replace
the vanilla SA layers of the baseline with SP-SA till the last 2 layers and follow the training
settings in [14] (with Token Labeling). We keep the vanilla SA in the last 2 layers, based on
the ablation analysis conducted on a fraction of ImageNet, please refer to the Appendix for
more details. When fine-tuning on higher resolution (indicated by ↑384 in Tab. 1), we set
batch size to 512, learning rate to 5e-6, weight decay to 1e-8 and we fine-tune the model for
30 epochs.
Comparing to State-of-the-Art Models We compare our SP-ViT (based on LV-ViT) with
other recent ViTs in Tab. 1. Within all groups of comparable model sizes, SP-ViT outperforms competing models. Our best result of 86.3% is achieved with SP-ViT-L↑384. It
outperforms all previous models with about only 150M parameters as compared to 271M
parameters of the second best CaiT-M-36↑384. Also note that our smaller SP-ViT-M↑384
already achieves 86.0% accuracy, on par with CaiT-M-36↑384 while reducing parameters
from 271M to 56M (by a factor of about 4.8).
Qualitative results We present visualizations of target class activation maps using the recent technique [2] in Figure 5 to showcase the behavior of SP-ViT. While the DeiT model
only shows class activations on small parts of the target class regions, for example on the
head of the “Lorikeet", the fur of the “Egyptian cat" or the jaw of the “American alligator",
the proposed SP-ViT model shows class activations on wider target class regions. Thereby,
it follows well class specific image regions such as the pointy ears as well as the tail of the
“Egyptian cat", and the dogs’ ears in the “Bull mastiff" class. The “Alligator lizard" example
as well as the “American alligator" further show a significantly diminished class activation

in background regions compared to DeiT. In summary, we make two observations: 1) The
results generated by SP-ViT focus more on areas of target class objects comparing to DeiT.
In “Lorikeet", “Bull mastiff", “Egyptian cat" and “American alligator", SP-ViT’s activation
maps clearly have a better coverage of target class; 2) The distraction by background is better
suppressed, e.g. in “Alligator lizard", resulting in a cleaner activation map.

4.2

Semantic Segmentation

Following [14] and [16], we utilize UperNet as our base framework and our SP-Vit trained
ImageNet1K as the backbone to perform semantic segmentation on ADE20K. We adopt the
same training setup as [13] and [15] and obtain 49.8 mIoU, which improves the result of
LV-ViT-S by 1.2 mIoU. This shows that our proposed SPs benefit downstream tasks as well.
Table 2: Performance of our proposed SP-ViT in the downstream semantic segmentation
task. SP-ViT improves over its baseline on both single-scale (SS) and multi-scale (MS)
setups on the validation set.

4.3

Method

mIoU (SS)

P.Acc. (SS)

mIoU (MS)

P.Acc. (MS)

LV-ViT-S
SP-ViT-S

47.9
49.0

82.6
83.0

48.6
49.8

83.1
83.4

Ablation Analysis

For ablation, we employ a small DeiT model as the baseline with 12 layers, 9 heads and 432
embedded dimensions. The choice of head numbers is simply for a fair comparison with
other methods, because Positional Self-Attention (PSA) introduced by d’Ascoli et al. [6]
requires such specific numbers (square of integer numbers) of heads. Due to limited available
computation resources, we train all model variants on the first 100 classes of ImageNet-1K
called ImageNet-100 for 300 epochs, following the setup in [6]. In this section, we simply
take the accuracy at the last epoch for all models. This should be a fair comparison, since we
adopt the same hyperparameters for different models without tuning. For all experiments in
this section, we train the models on 4 NVIDIA P100 GPUs and adopt a batch size of 256.
The rest of settings are kept the same as DeiT’s w/o knowledge distillation in [19].

Table 3: Comparing to SA with Relative Positional Bias [16], Positional SA[6], SA with
the 2D extension of Relative Positional Embedding (RPE) [18] as well as a more advanced
version proposed in DEBERTA [13] on ImageNet-100.
Method
2D RPE [18]
Improved 2D RPE [13]
Relative Positional Bias [16]
Positional Self-Attention [6]
SP-SA Additive
SP-SA

Top-1 acc (%)
79.9
82.8
81.3
82.5
83.5
83.6

Comparing to Related Approaches SP-SA Additive is obtained by replacing the multiplication in Eq. (1) with a summation. It is more comparable to other methods which also
employ additive interaction between spatial information and content scores. As shown in
Tab. 3, our SP-SA has much higher Top-1 accuracy than all previous methods. The advantage of our SP-SA can be largely credited to the combination of different spatial foci at each
head, see Sec. 4.3. As opposed to our method, the Relative Positional Bias [16] directly
adds a univariate bias term to the content score before applying softmax, and the bias term
is taken from a parameter table based on the relative coordinates. Adding such a bias term
is a straightforward idea to include relative spatial information, but it is neither based on the
idea of nor capable of learning complex 2D spatial priors, as reflected in Tab. 3.
We have also compared SP-SA to Positional Self-Attention [6] with hand-crafted spatial
relation function. Our method delivers better performance, which shows that the effort in
such a manual design process can be saved by our learnable SP.

Table 4: The effect of unique Spatial Priors (SPs) per head. This setting performs best.
SP-SA
shared SP
unique SPs per layer
unique SPs per layer&head (default)

Top-1 (%)
82.6
82.1
83.6

Single vs Multiple Spatial Priors To validate the benefit of combining various learned
SPs, we compare SP-SA to two variants: one only adopting a single SP for each layer, the
other learning the same SP for the whole network. As shown in Tab. 4, a shared SP for the
whole network provides better results than a single SP for each layer. However, the proposed
setting with a unique SP per layer&head performs best, providing evidence of the benefit of
combining different SPs.

5

Conclusions and Discussions

In this paper, we introduce a variant of self-attention (SA) named Spatial Prior-enhanced
Self-Attention (SP-SA) to facilitate vision transformers with automatically learned spatial
priors. Based on the SP-SA, we further proposed SP-ViT and experimentally demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method. Our proposed SP-ViTs establish state-of-the-art results
for models trained on ImageNet-1K only. For example, SP-ViT-M achieves a 0.8% higher
accuracy comparing to the previous state-of-the-art LV-ViT-M. We hope that our powerful
SP-SA can stimulate more studies on designing appropriate inductive biases for ViTs.
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